1. Definitions and notations. The transformations S n are defined as follows. (c, φ) , R {n) {c,φ) the functions defined by (1) , (2) , (3) with G c replacing Ω. Clearly, for a fixed φ, L p (c, φ) is strictly monotonic increasing, for m ^ c gΞ M. We also have:
lim L p (c, 9) = L p (m, p) .
c->m
Let S« = S n (z 0 ). From these properties of L p (c, φ), it follows that:
(8)
Since G c S [M, otherwise . From (8) and (9) we now conclude:
S n G c = {z | g {n \z) < c} , for m < c ^ M , (12)
2.
A lemma concerning the function g {n) (z) . LEMMA 
The function g {n) (z) is continuous over the extended plane z. If moreover g(z) is Lip on every compact subset of G M λ then g {n) (z) is Lip on every compact subset of S n G M .
Proof. We begin by proving the continuity of g {n) (z) . If z* e SJ2 m and g {n) (z*) = d>m then by (10) and (12), the set S n G% +s -S n GU (where
(z*) | ^ ε. If z* belongs to S n G m or z* belongs to the complement of S n G M , then the set S n G m+s (m < m + ε < M), and the complement of S n G M -s (m < M -ε < M) respectively, are open neighbourhoods of z* in which | g [n \z) -g {n) (z*) | ^ ε. In order to prove the second assertion of the lemma it is sufficient to show that g {n) (z) is Lip on every set S n G c (m < c < M).
Without loss of generality we may suppose that z 0 = 0 and that p = 1. (And in this case we shall write
{c, φ).) We now map the z plane, cut along the positive real axis from zero to infinity, by a branch of w = log z, (w = u + iv) , onto the strip 0 < v < 2π. (The points of the positive real axis will be mapped both on v = 0 and v = 2π). We denote by H e and H? the images of G e and S n G c by this mapping, and we put h(w) = g(e w ) and h {n) (w) = g {n) (e w We need the following assertion: If δ is a positive number and v lf v 2y c lf c 2 are real numbers such that:
Because of the definition of L {n) (c, v) , it is enough to prove (14) for n = 1. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 0 ^ v k < 2π, (fc -1, 2).
Denote by J k the intersection of the half line Imw = v k , Rew^O, with the set H Ck , for k = l,2. The Lebesgue measure of J k is L{c k ,v k ). Using (5) and (13) {w") | g p | w' -w /f | , for any w', w" e fl? .
Suppose that there are two points w 19 w 2 in ίί c w for which this inequality does not hold, and let δ be a number such that:
Then we can find numbers c 19 c 2 such that:
Now the numbers c l9 c 2 , v x = /mtϋi, ^2 = /m^ satisfy (13), and therefore inequality (14) holds. Since, for m < c < M,
it follows (by (16)) that w λ e H^ and w 2 ί JEί*; hence uâ nd ^2 = Rew 2^ L {n) (c 2 , v 2 ) . These inequalities together with (14) yield | w 1 -w 2 1 > δ, which is in contradiction to (15). This completes the proof of the lemma. 3* On a class of functions (C, s o ) Let C = (D, E o , E ± ) be a condenser in the complex plane z, i.e. a system consisting of a domain D and two disjoint closed sets E o and £Ί, such that D does not contain the point at infinity, E o is bounded, E λ is unbounded and the union of E Q and E λ is equal to the complement of D.
Suppose that E o contains an interior point z 0 , let z -z 0 = rβ^ and denote by S φ the ray arg (z -z 0 ) = φ. Then a subclass (C, s 0 ) of ^ is defined as follows.
A real function g(z), continuous over the extended plane z, belongs to (C, z Q ) if:
The set of points on the ray S φ , at which g(z) assumes a given value c (0 < c < 1), is finite.
(iv) Any compact set of points on S φ , which is contained in D, contains only a finite number of points (possibly zero) at which 9g(r 9 φ)\dr = 0.
Suppose that the Dirichlet problem of the equation Δu = 0, with continuous boundary values, always has a solution in D. Then there exists a real function ω(z), continuous over the extended plane z, which is harmonic in D, vanishes on E o and assumes the value 1 on E x . This function is the potential functions of C. Evidently, it belongs to (C, So).
Let g(z) e (C, z 0 ). Using property (iii) we find that (6) may be replaced by (17) lim
c-*c 0
Therefore in this case, the function g {n) (z) = S n (z 0 )g may be defined in the following way:
Since, for a fixed φ, g {n) {τ, φ) is a strictly monotonic increasing function of r in the interval i?
(w) (0, φ) < r < R {n) (l, φ) and since g {n) (r, φ) is continuous over the entire plane, it follows that R {n) (c, φ) is continuous in both variables for 0 < c < 1, 0 ^ φ < 2π.
The following definition extends the transformation S n over a family of condensers {C}. = the complement of 4«. A theorem, concerning the Dirichlet integral of functions be* longing to (C, z 0 and are bounded in every compact subset of D {n) . Without loss of generality we may suppose that z 0 = 0 and that (c, φ) . We also introduce the following notations:
The sets D(a, b) and D {n) (a, b) will be mapped by w = log z on two sets which we denote by H(a, b) and H {n) (a, b) , respectively. Finally we define: h(w) = g(e w ), h {n) {w) = g {n) (e w ) and
The proof of the theorem rests on the following inequality:
where w = u + iv, 0 < a < b < 1 and ε > 0. (u, v) (a, b) . Taking into account these facts and using the binomial expansion of the integrands in (20), (for ε small enough), we obtain:
Dividing by ε 2 and letting ε tend to zero we find that
Since the Dirichlet integral is invariant under a simple conformal mapping, it follows that
Hence, letting a tend to zero and b tend to one, we obtain the required inequality.
In the proof of (20) Solving c = h (u, v) for u in Q 3 we obtain a function u = Uj (c, v) . This function belongs to C 1 in the rectangle P wherê
Since by definition:
follows that L(c, v) e C^P], We observe that in (-l) i+1
x \dh/du\ so that (u, v) is the inverse function of u = L U) (c, v) in the interval 0 < c < 1. Hence it follows that in a certain neighbourhood of (u*, v*) p h {n \u, v) e C 1 and
Denote by A(v) and -A w (^) the intersections of the line Im w -v with the sets ϋ(α, b) and H {n) (a, b) respectively. Let w e A(v) and h(w) = c, (0 < v < 2π). If at one of the points of intersection of 7 C with the line Imw = v, dh/du vanishes then we shall say that w is a critical point of A(v). Let w e A n (v) and h {n) (w) = c. If the intersection of 7 C with one of the sets A(v + 2πmln), (m = 0,
, w -1), contains, a crititical point of that set, we shall say that w is a critical point of A n (v) . By properties (iii) and (iv) the set of critical points of A(v) is finite, and consequently, the set of critical points of A n (v) is finite..
We shall prove now that Now let m be a fixed integer, 0 ^ m ^ fc -1, and denote by a l9 , α p , the segments contained in B m , which were described above. We shall assume that a d is at the left of a j+1 , (j = 1, •••, p -1). In some neighbourhood of a 3 -it is possible to solve c = h (u, v) for u and thereby obtain a function u = u 3 (c, v) . By (21) (22) and (24) (with n = 1) we get:
By (26), (27) and the well known inequality
-(x u y,; tj being real numbers) we finally obtain:
Since (29) (24) we get: FL(c, v for m = 0, , r -1 and i = 0, , n -1. From (31) and (28), inequality (30) fdxdy .
The required result follows from (32) and (33).
We shall apply Theorem 2 in order to obtain a result about the inner radius. Let D be a domain in the complex plane z, z Q a point of D, and r{D, z 0 ) the inner radius of D at z 0 . (We refer here to the definition given, for example, in Hayman [2] pp. 78-80, where the inner radius is defined without any assumptions on D.) The domain D can be approximated from within by a series of bounded analytic domains {D n }, which contain the point z 0 , such that lim Λ _«> r(D n , z 0 ) = r (D, z 0 ) . (An analytic domain is a domain bounded by a finite number of disjoint, simple closed, analytic curves.) By a well known method of pp. 44-45; also Hayman [2] pp. 81-84) the following theorem is obtained as a consequence of Theorem 2. From this it follows that when we replace R{φ) by m(φ) and R {n) {φ) by m {n) (φ), the functions mentioned at the end of Theorems 5, 6, 7, are in each case, the only functions for which equality holds.
In order to prove (42) we may suppose that m(φ) is finite. In this case, for any ε > 0 we can find a subset F of E{φ), consisting of a finite number of segments, such that the linear measure of E{φ) -F is smaller than ε. Therefore it is enough to prove (42) in the case that E(φ) consists of a finite number of segments. Suppose that these segments are not adjacent. Then, by shifting them toward z Q (SO that they do not overlap), we increase R{φ), while m(φ) is invariant. But if the segments are adjacent we have R{φ) = m(φ). Therefore (42) is proved.
Evidently, the MR condition for E(φ) is sufficient in order that R(φ) = m(φ). Suppose now that R(φ) is finite and that E(φ) does not satisfy the MR condition. Then it is possible to find a subset F t of E(φ) and a subset F 2 of the complement of E(φ) on the ray arg (z -z Q ) = φ, such that the two subsets have equal, positive measures and F 2 separates F 1 from z Q . Replacing F ± by F 2 we increase R(φ), but not m{φ). Therefore we must have R(φ) < m{φ).
